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From left, Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe, United States President Donald Trump, and Indian Prime Minister
Narendra Modi at the Group of 20 (G20) Summit in Buenos Aires, Argentina. Photo taken from the White House’s
official Flickr account and tagged under the public domain.
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FEATURED COMMENTARY
G20 at Ten: Time for Greater Multilateral Role
By Pradumna Bickram Rana & Xianbai Ji

Group of 20 (G20) leaders pose for a photo at the 2018 Summit held in Buenos Aires, Argentina from 30 November-1 December. Photo taken
from the official G20 Argentina Flickr account and tagged under a CC BY 2.0 licence.
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regional

financial safety nets.

The

WTO

currently

presides over a working
decision-making

protocol

based on a system of full
consensus

while

holding

itself to a “one country, one
vote” principle of egalitarian
participation.
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Singapore Trade Policy Forum

Participants at the conclusion of the inaugural Singapore Trade Policy Forum, held in October 2018.

From 24 to 25 October, tions on navigating the unu- are ill-equipped to handle limbo. Participants agreed
RSIS’ Centre for Multilater- sually uncertain and un- the geopolitics at the core that both aspects of the
alism Studies (CMS) organ- promising policy environ- of current trade tensions.

trade architecture needed

ised the inaugural Singa- ment marked by rising eco-

significant

pore Trade Policy Forum nomic nationalism, weaken(STPF),

which

was

co- ing multilateral structures,

sponsored by the New Zea- wariness

towards

trade

land Ministry of Foreign agreements, and a trade
Affairs and Trade, the Aus- war.
tralian High Commission to
Singapore, and the Singapore government.

Session 2 highlighted ways
to rebuild a stable trading
environment.

Participants

suggested containing trade
tensions while simultaneously working towards long-

Following the welcome re- term systemic reforms. This
marks delivered by RSIS’ included,
Ambassador

Ong

Keng things,

among
more

other

effectively

Around 40 senior trade ex- Yong, the STPF addressed communicating the benefits
perts from various govern- contemporary trade issues of trade to defend against
ments,

businesses,

and across six seminars. Ses- the growing spectre of eco-

universities worldwide par- sion 1 sought to identify nomic populism that has led
ticipated in the STPF. The risks and responses to the to

more

inward-turning

dependent countries such protracted trade war and
as Singapore, as the high- further side-lining of the
level meeting served as a World Trade Organisation
platform to foster dialogue (WTO)
and

and

multilateral

policy recommenda- rules-based system, which

For

digital trade rules, this involved aiming for greater
interoperability and trade
liberalisation,

all

without

compromising public policy
goals such as consumer
privacy and building inclusive

digital

ecosystems.

What progress should entail
for the DSM was relatively
more debatable. Speakers
questioned
strengthening

whether
the

DSM

would be wise considering

event was a timely one, current trade war. Among trade policies.
especially for small trade- the discussed risks were a

updating.

how trade disputes can be
Meanwhile, Sessions 3 and
4 were more topical, focusing

on

improving

digital

geopolitically charged and
risk further attacks on the
WTO.

trade rules and resolving
the WTO’s Dispute Settlement
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with greater inclusiveness tuning the WTO’s architec- Albeit global trade faces participants, is the time to
to forge a renewed consen- ture and implementing ro- several mounting challeng- act and this crisis should
sus for trade. For partici- bust social safety nets to es, the forum concluded not be wasted.
pants, this also meant im- counteract the costs of free that this has galvanised
proving multilevel govern- trade. Finally, Session 6 greater interest and support
ance in areas of tackling followed up on previous for global trade from all
inequality, including by fine- discussions and insights. quarters. Now, underscored

Highlights from the STPF
event and the STPF event
report can be found here
and here respectively.

RSIS Seminar Series on Multilateralism Studies: Making Trade Work for the
Environment, Prosperity and Resilience

From left, presenters Mr Peter Govindasamy, Mr Lim Aik Hoe, Mr Evan Rogerson, and Asst Prof Lee Chia-Yi at the Lecture Theatre,

On 29 October, the Centre national Trade Cluster, Min- Mr Govindasamy expound- to environmental degradafor Multilateralism Studies istry of Trade and Industry ed on how there should be tion. Asst Prof Lee raised
(CMS), RSIS, hosted a dis- Singapore; Dr Lee Chia-Yi, greater multi-level govern- examples, such as how
tinguished panel to speak Assistant Professor, CMS, ance links between coun- cheaper food prices enaon how trade can be an RSIS; and Mr Evan Rog- tries,

within

international bled by trade could actually

enabling tool for environ- erson, Adjunct Senior Fel- organisations, and between lead to food waste and thus
ment protection and sus- low, CMS, RSIS acted as multilateral institutions such environmental harm.
tainable growth. Mr Lim Aik discussants.

as the WTO, UNEP, and

Hoe, Director of Trade and

International Labour Organ-

Environment

Division,

World Trade Organisation
(WTO), presented the latest
findings

from

the

newly

launched WTO-United Nations

Environment

Pro-

gramme (UNEP) publication entitled “Making Trade
Work for the Environment,
Prosperity and Resilience”,
while

Mr

Peter

Go-

vindasamy, Director, Inter-

According to Mr Hoe, trade
in environmentally friendly
goods

and

services

is

needed to mitigate climate
change, as evident by how
SDG guidelines see trade
as an enabling tool. It creates jobs, aids in the efficient

allocation

of

re-

sources, and reduces pov-

ization.

Nationally

deter-

mined contributions should
also be executed in line

suggested that regulators
may want to consider removing fossil fuel subsidies
and pricing in externalities.

with WTO rules. More concrete

multilateral

trading

rules could be useful to set
benchmarks

and

ensure

that no backsliding on environmental standards occur.

Overall, added Mr Rogerson, care must also be
taken not to conflate and
confuse failures in domestic
policies

with

failures

of

trade, since this has bedev-

erty and material consump- If not balanced by prohibition.

Going forward, the panel

tive

domestic

regulation,

trade could also contribute
Page 5
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RSIS Seminar Series on Multilateralism: Building a New Trade Consensus
On 23 November, the Cen- man costs of trade liberali- policymaking

and

inter- prochement is critical to

tre for Multilateralism Stud- sation and poor wealth re- ministry

cooperation, resolving tensions that have

ies, RSIS hosted a session distribution through ineffec- whether at national or inter- paralysed the WTO. Mr
on rejuvenating the global tive socioeconomic policies national levels, should be a Rogerson emphasised that
trade consensus, featuring leaves a fertile ground of priority.
CMS’ own Senior Adjunct discontent with globalisaFellow Mr Evan Rogerson tion for populist politicians
as speaker.

to capitalise on.

Meanwhile,

current efforts to uphold the
digital

trade

offers greater opportunities
for economic equity and

Against the backdrop of Going forward, elite policy- inclusivity, but only if multi-

multilateral trading system
should continue, such as by
maintaining plurilateral trading arrangements.

rising trade tensions and makers must place heavier lateral rules can be agreed Governments can also harbacklash against globalisa- emphasis on socioeconom- upon. Mr Rogerson noted ness the increased support
tion, Mr Rogerson noted ic

safety

nets.

Further, that this will be key to elimi- from businesses and non-

that it is imperative to com- there should be efforts to nating restrictive trade bar- governmental organisations
municate

trade

benefits shape dialogues so globali- riers and allowing micro, to defend the multilateral

clearly. Globalisation and sation is not blamed for small and medium enter- trading system and build a
trade liberalisation can her- various ills such as job loss- prises (MSMEs) to reap new consensus. Stakeholdald prosperity, but is not a es, which stem from auto- digital economy dividends.

ers, he concluded, should

panacea. Ignoring the hu- mation. Greater integrated

not waste a good crisis. ■

Additionally, US-China rap-
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